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1 Transient Concepts in Graphs

The continuous generation of relations among entities and the growing need to run queries over them necessitate Streaming Graph Management Systems (SGMS, such as s-graffito1). These systems deal with dynamic and high velocity and volume of the data arrivals while generating reliable outputs. SGMS generates unreliable outputs when input data is new, temporal, incomplete, or adversely manipulated and the system does not recognise and manage it properly [2, 3]. A main cause identified for this problem is Concept Drift (CD), which occurs when a change in a hidden context induces changes in a target concept [4]. Understanding, detecting, and adaptation to CD in streaming data is (i) challenging due to stateful and blocking operations, and (ii) impactful in a variety of practical scenarios [5].

The literature is mostly focused on black-box drift detection and adaptation integrated within supervised learning systems, assume independence of data instances, and the target concepts defined as class labels. These assumptions and design choices do not always work. In this talk, I will discuss the challenges of designing a CD detection framework and introduce sGradd, a streaming graph framework for drift detection.

2 Challenges

CD in data streams is commonly considered as a change in underlying probability distribution of data points, which are generated independently [1]. However, streaming graph records are usually interconnected and dependent. Moreover, current definition implies detection based on comparing data distribution over window samples using fixed size sliding windows. When the streaming rate is highly dynamic with significant rises, adaptive window sizes are more efficient. Thus, we need a CD definition to enable any detection solution in streaming graphs.

The challenges are designing an unsupervised CD detection method and also an effective performance evaluation. Real-world streaming data with drift labels are not easy to acquire. Moreover, the accuracy and latency of the detection are tightly bounded together and different drift patterns require different examinations. I will discuss how we approached these challenges and what tools and techniques we developed to address them.

3 sGradd

I will introduce sGradd, which detects drift in the generative sources. This detection is the first operation when data becomes available in input monitor of SGMS. sGradd has two main components: one for data management and the second for drift detection constructed based on multidisciplinary techniques. I will explain how sGradd ingests data, updates analytic primitives, performs CD detection, and streams out drift signals with descriptions about their occurrence to inform the next analytics.
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